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Introduction
Mono-MIDI provides a simple and easy way of connecting a
keyboard to a Eurorack synthesizer. Performance has been designedin to ensure that even the most demanding user is catered for.

ARM Cortex Microcontroller.
A fast Cortex-M3 microcontroller enables a broad range of MIDI
features without latency penalties. A 32-note buffer prevents ‘lost’ or
‘stuck’ notes when many keys are pressed, which is of particular
benefit with the arpeggiator.

Analog Devices DAC.
A high-linearity DAC has been chosen, with no missing codes and full
precision down to the least significant bit. This means that the 14-bit
DAC is more accurate than many 16-bit DACs, and an integrated
voltage-reference maintains this precision over temperature.

MIDI Clock.
The received MIDI clock is routed to the ‘clock’ output, and if the
arpeggiator isn’t being used the ‘Rate’ knob sets a division ratio for
this clock from 1 to 12.

Arpeggiator.
The arpeggiator can handle up to 32 notes at varying speed and
direction.

Pitch Bend.
The full MIDI standard pitch-bend is implemented on the CV output.

Modulation.
CC (modulation wheel) codes are .
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Key Data
Module Depth:
Power Connector:
Current
Consumption:
Reverse-Power
Protection:
Panel Width:

22mm
Doepfer 16-pin shrouded
header
+12 Volts, 65mA
-12 Volts, 60mA
+5 Volts, 1mA
Yes
8HP (70.8mm)
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Installing The Module
Connecting Power
The module is supplied with a 12-inch ribbon-cable to connect it to
the power distribution bus in your cabinet. The keyed socket on the
module ensures that the cable can only be installed one way, with the
red stripe of the cable towards the bottom of the module. The 16-way
plug on the far end of the cable should be orientated with the red
stripe on the cable connecting to the -12-Volt pins on the distribution
board.
It is advisable to power the module briefly before fixing it in the
cabinet to confirm that the cable is fitted correctly. When doing this
ensure that the module is not placed on a conducting surface. The
internal protection circuits will prevent any damage to the module
should the cable be connected incorrectly.

Configuring the Module
There are a number of switches and jumpers on the module that
must be properly set to ensure correct operation of the module. The
tables below outline the function of each switch so that the module
will behave as desired, before fitting the module into the rack.
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4-Way Switch-block
The switch block is located at the bottom of the module,
opposite the power connector.
Switch
ON
OFF
1
Low note priority
High note priority
2
Channel set by rotary Channel set by first note
switch
received
3*
Poly mode ON
Poly mode OFF
4** Omni mode ON
MIDI channel only
*Poly mode ‘on’ means that all note received are buffered,
so that they get played with the priority order set by SW1.
Poly mode ‘off’ is also called Mono mode in the MIDI
specification, and means that the latest note received will
be played as soon as it is received, irrespective of which
other keys may be pressed.
** Omni mode means that the interface will respond to
received data irrespective of channel number. Use with
caution! (but easy way to get started).
Gate Trigger select
This configures the function of the Gate signal. When
multiple keys are pressed and the currently played note is
released, the Retrigger output pulses high. If a retrigger
input is not available then the user may want the Gate to
‘drop’ momentarily to achieve the same effect. Both of these
modes are supported by the 3-pin jumper on the module as
follows –
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Top-Mid
= Gate goes low for the same period as
Trigger goes high when key is released, if another key is
already pressed.
Mid-Bottom = Gate stays high when note changes (true
legato)
16-way Rotary Switch
When switch 2 of the switch-block is ‘ON’, MIDI channel is
set by the rotary switch. The actual MIDI channel chosen is
one more than the value on the switch as shown below.
MIDI Channel
Switch
Number
Number
1
0
2
1
3
2
4
3
5
4
6
5
7
6
8
7
9
8
10
9
11
10
12
11
13
12
14
13
15
14
16
15
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Fitting the Module in the Rack
The module is supplied with two M3 bolts and two transparent nylon
washers. Place the module in the rack and, if you are using threaded
guide-rails, align the mounting holes in the front-panel with the
holes in the rails. Place the nylon washers on the bolts, and screw the
bolts into the rail. The washers will prevent marking on the panel
from the bolts, but don’t over-tighten as this will make removing the
module at a later date more difficult.

Getting Started
Please refer to the ‘Installing Your Module’ section before
progressing to this chapter.
Spend some time checking the configuration of this module before
installing it in a rack. The suggested configuration of the module is –
Switchblock
SW1: ON
SW2: OFF
SW3: ON
SW4: OFF
Gate trigger select: Lower two pins shorted.
With this configuration the module will set the channel to the first note
received to be sure that it will work. With this verified, then the user
can switch to static address selection, if desired.
It should be noted that these switches are polled several times a second,
so configuration can be modified ‘on the fly’.
The voltage range that the CV output produces can be adjusted with the
trimmer shown below. This can be adjusted to match any VCO without
affecting the scaling capability. DO NOT ADJUST THE OTHER TRIMMER
AS IT SETS SCALING ACCURACY!.
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Outputs

Gate
When a note is played, the Gate output voltage is 5v until the note is
released (and no other note playing), and returns to 0v.

Retrigger
If multiple keys are pressed, and the currently playing note is released,
a short 5v pulse is present on this output.

CV

The CV output voltage is updated as each new note is played, and
follows an accurately calibrated 1 volt/octave scale.
Note: On power-on, this output is set to middle-A (440Hz) so that
oscillators can be tuned against the 440Hz output of the Liivatera Noise
module.

Velocity

This is a 0-5 volt signal corresponding with the 128 velocity values
associated with each note.

Modulation
Continuous Code 1 (CC1) is normally associated with the modulation
wheel on a keyboard, and this is routed to this socket, with a range of -5
to +5 volts.

Aftertouch
Poly aftertouch is represented by a 0-5 volt signal on this socket.
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Clock
Every time a MIDI clock command is received a 5-volt pulse appears on
this output. If the arpeggiator isn’t being used then the Rate knob sets a
divide ratio for this output. Fully clockwise the divisor is 1, and as it is
turned anti-clockwise ratios of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 are selected.

Running
If a MIDI Start Sequence command is received then this output is set to
5 volts and the Running LED is illuminated. This output remains set
until a Stop Sequence command is received.
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Arpeggiator
The arpeggiator will sequence through all currently playing notes in an
order set by the toggle-switch, at a speed set by the position of the Rate
knob.
The arpeggiator is enabled and disabled using the 3-position toggleswitch in the top left of the module. If the switch is in the down position
at start-up then the arpeggiator is disabled. There are three modes for
the arpeggiator –
Switch Down: The notes are played in sequence, starting with the
highest note through to the lowest note. The LED turns red.
Switch Centre: The notes are played from the lowest note, through to
the highest, and when the top note is reached the sequence is reversed.
Once the lowest note is reached the sequence reverses again and
continues. The LED turns orange until keys an arpeggio is played, when
it turns green on the upward sequence, and red on the downward one.
Switch Up: The notes are played from the lowest note through to the
highest. The LED turns green.
If the arpeggiator is off and a downward arpeggio is desired, the switch
should be moved to the centre then returned to the down position.
To disable the arpeggiator a specific switch sequence is required. Start
with the switch in the down position, then move it to the up position
and return it to the down one. The LED should be extinguished and the
arpeggiator disabled.
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Serial Interface
A 3.3-volt logic level serial interface is present on the board that can
provide invaluable diagnostic information if the user is having trouble
with a MIDI configuration. There are two groups of information that it
reports in a very readable format, MIDI traffic and actions of the
module itself.

Connecting to the interface
A simple USB to serial interface is required that provides a low-voltage
CMOS interface as in the picture below, not a full RS-232 one.

The header with the serial signals is labeled SV1 on the PCB, and is a 3way header. The pin functions are –
1. GND
2. Tx Enable
3. Tx Data
Pin 1 is the pin closes to the bottom of the PCB, and pin 3 closest to the
large, square microcontroller chip.
Pin 1 should be connected to the GND pin on the USB serial interface,
pin3 to the Rx Data pin, and pin 2 to the +3v3 pin. If pin 2 is not
connected to 3v3 then no serial data will be sent – when there is a lot of
MIDI traffic then the serial interface can slow the module down (this is
unlikely in normal use), so this should be used with a little caution.
The communication speed is 115200 bits/second, 8 bits, 1 stop bit, no
parity. A simple terminal program can be used to receive the traffic
(Serial for OSX can be recommended), and a sample of what can be
expected is shown below.
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*Power-up status transmitted*
Liivatera Mono-MIDI initialised Version: 1.3
Omni mode OFF
Poly mode ON
Note Priority Low
MIDI Channel = 4
*If no MIDI clock is detected, this is reported*
No MIDI Clock
*Arpeggiator switch settings cycled through*
Arpeggiator Enabled, Up/Down mode
Arpeggiator Enabled, Down mode
Arpeggiator Enabled, Up/Down mode
Arpeggiator Enabled, Up mode
Arpeggiator Enabled, Up/Down mode
Arpeggiator Off
*Keys pressed, the queue status is reported every time it changes*
Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 48, Velocity = 29 & Key Pressure = 0
---Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 48, Velocity = 29 & Key Pressure = 0
Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 50, Velocity = 57 & Key Pressure = 0
---Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 48, Velocity = 29 & Key Pressure = 0
Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 50, Velocity = 57 & Key Pressure = 0
Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 52, Velocity = 40 & Key Pressure = 0
---Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 50, Velocity = 57 & Key Pressure = 0
Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 52, Velocity = 40 & Key Pressure = 0
---Note Channel = 4, Note Pitch = 50, Velocity = 57 & Key Pressure = 0
---Queue Empty
----
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Supported MIDI Commands
MIDI Commands
Note On
Note Off
Poly Key Pressure
Aftertouch
Pitchbend
MIDI Clock
Start Sequence
Continue Sequence
Stop Sequence
MIDI Channel Modes
Omni On
Omni Off
Mono On (Poly Off)
Poly On (Mono Off)
All Notes Off
MIDI Controller Codes
Modulation Wheel (CC 1)
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